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ABSTRACT

Parkinson's disease (PD) is a chronic and degenerative condition that affects millions of

Americans. Current approach of PD evaluation, diagnosis, and treatment is mainly

qualitative using the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) or the Hoehn

and Yahr scale. Assessment of the efficacy of the drugs used is difficult and subjective. A

long-term monitoring device that can collect movement data in assisting quantitative

analysis proves to be useful and needed.

This thesis discusses a discrete prototype of a passive EPC Class 1 Gen 2 UHF RFID

sensor tag which is a preliminary step in realizing such a monitoring device. The

prototype is capable of collecting 8-bit sensor (temperature, inertial, etc) data and

transmits it in real-time through a RFID backscatter link to an UHF reader. It is shown

that the device can achieve a read distance up to 3 meters at 5 reads/s and a max data

rate of about 640 Kbps.

Thesis Supervisor: Joel L. Dawson

Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In the past several decades, microelectronics has revolutionized the world of

consumer electronics. Entering the 21th century, it is dras tically changing the landscape

of the bionedical field and has the potential to bring powerful medical electronics to the

homes of individual consumers. Currently, research efforts are vibrant in the areas of

monitoring, diagnostics and therapy delivery [1].

One significant problem doctors deal with is monitoring of tremor in patients with

Parkinson's disease (PD). At present, PD has no cure. It is a chronic, degenerative

condition that requires long-term monitoring of the disease progression and the efficacy of

the drugs used for potential treatment. Currently, patients have to frequently visit the

doctor's office to get a snap-shot evaluation. The assessments are often done qualitatively

using the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) or the Hoehn and Yahr

scale, which classify severity on scores of 0 (none) to 4 (n,:)st severe). The responses are

often subjective based on the doctors' observations. A more quantitative, objective

method of evaluation is needed. One solution is to develop an electronic device that can

provide long-term monitoring and collect movement data for assessment analysis.

1.2 Overview

This work is a preliminary, proof-of-concept step in developing such a monitoring

device. It discusses a discrete prototype of a passive EPC Class 1. Gen 2 UHF RFID

sensor tag.



Passive refers not only to the power source of the tag, which comes from the

reader's RF field, but also to the means of wireless communication which is by

backscatter modulation -the t-ag doesn't contain an active transmitter. EPC Class 1 Gen

2 is an air interface protocol widely adopted in the industry for communications in the

UHF (860-960 MHz) band. The need to conform to such standard is that commercial

UHF RFID readers can be usi:d to test and verify the in-house-built sensor tag. This not

only eliminates the need to develop an in-house custom reader, but also allows the

developed tag to be deployed immediately. Combining sensors with traditional RFID

technology creates a powerful platform for a wide array of novel applications. It extends

beyond the basic function of identification to monitoring and perhaps computation.

The overall RFID system setup for this work is shown in the Figure 1-1.

System Overview

Powercnids
(downlink)

RFID
Reader

I Ethernet

Data
(uplink)

F Tag

Analog IC: Frontend I

EAlter& DE2
IFPGA board

FDC+Sensors

itI

I i Irmp,Inrtial,e 
L .

I -+."

Figure 1-1: RFID system overview



Traditional radio frequency identification, or RFID., is a technology that uses RF

waves to identify an object. Figure 1-1 shows that the system consists of a transponder

(tag), an interrogator (reader), and a host computer. The tag is usually labeled to a

physical object. It is composed of an antenna and a silicon microchip IC which contains

an electronic product code (EPC) and implements the communication protocol. In this

work, discrete components are used to make the systei blocks of analog frontend, FPGA,

ADC, and sensors. EPC is embedded in and the Gen 2 protocol is implemented on the

FPGA. Sensors extend tag functionality beyond identification to monitoring. In the future,

these blocks will be integrated into a single IC.

In the case of passive UHF, the tag is powered eit irely by the RF waves of the

reader which sends commands to interrogate the tag. To reply, the tag sends requested

data back to the reader by modulating the reflection of the RF waves-a technique called

backscatter modulation. Only passive and semi-passive tags use backscatter modulation.

Active tags directly broadcast data to the reader. The comnimnication direction of reader-

to-tag is termed downlink or forward link while the tag-to-reader direction is called uplink

or reverse link. Data received by the reader is sent to the host PC through an Ethernet

network where application software processes the data.

The remainder of Chapter 1 will discuss RFID history and types. Chapter 2 will

discuss the Gen 2 protocol. Chapter 3 will discuss how the pirotocol is implemented on the

FPGA and shows simulation results. Chapter 4 will discuss the RFID reader, links, analog

frontend, ADC, and sensors. Chapter 5 will discuss the experimental results. Finally,

Chapter 6 concludes and discusses the needed future work.



1.3 RFID History

RFID is not a new technology. It has existed for over half of a century. However,

the cost of ICs and lack of coimmunication protocol standards prevent it from large-scale

deployment until recently. With the advent of inexpensive, low-power modern ICs and

globally uniform standards, RFID is being rediscovered and innovated in the 21th century.

RFID traces its origin back to the demonstration of radar by the Scottish scientist

Sir Robert A. Watson-Watt in February 1935 [2]. Originally, the capitalized term

RADAR was coined for radio detection and ranging. During World War II, it was often

too late to respond when the eneny's airplanes could be seen visually at a distance. This

was the motivation behind the invention and development of radar technology, which

allowed early detection of incomning airplanes far beyond the visual range. Radar sends out

radio waves to detect the location, distance, and speed of an airplane by the reflected

waves bounced off that airplane. However, the problem was that it could not distinguish

whether the incoming airplane was a friend or an enemy. In other words, radar could only

detect but not identify an ol ject. Luftwaffe, the German air force, solved this problem

initially by using a simple maneuver. As they were returning to their base, they would roll

their airplanes to change the strength of the backscattered radio waves to the ground

station to identify themselves as the German planes. This was the first known instance of

passively modulating )ackscattered radio waves for identification. The problem associated

with this simple technique was that any airplane could be rolled and more capable ways

of identifying radar targets were needed.

In the 1940s, Germany, Britain, and United States developed sophisticated,

airborne, active I(lentity: Friend or Foe (IFF) transponder systems, such as the FuG-25,

XAE, Mark I, and III for radar identification. When illuminated by the radio waves sent



from the ground radar station, the transmitter on the airplane would broadcast a coded

signal back to positively identify the airplane as friendly. Modern RFID systems work on

basically the same principle. An interrogator sends out a radio signal and it wakes up the

transponder, which either backscatters the signal or broadcasts a, signal back depending

on whether it is passive or active.

The first known passive device of using modulated RF backscattering to transmit

voice data is the eavesdropping device "The Thing", also known as the Great Seal bug,

invented by Leon Theremin in Russia before 1945 [3]. This ingenious device contained no

active electronic components and was completely passive--it contained no transmitter or

power supply. It became operational when illuminated by the incident radio waves of a

certain frequency sent by a remote transmitter. Sounds in the ambience of the device

caused the metallic diaphragm it contained to vibrate, changing the capacitive load seen

by the antenna, which in turn modulated the backscattered radio waves. Although its

purpose was not for identification but eavesdropping conversations, this device used the

exactly same principle-bl)ackscatter modulation as the modern passive RFID systems do.

It marked the very beginning and was the predecessor of RFID.

In October 1948, Harry Stockman published a landmark paper "Communication by

means of reflected power" [4], an early work that explored the backscatter modulation

communication. In this paper, Stockman conducted an experiment in which he used a

voice-mod ulated corner reflector to transmit voice, by reflected power, to a speaker a.

hundred yards away. In conclusion, Stockman stated, "Evidently considerable research

and development work has to be done before the remainiig basic problems in reflected-

power communication are solved, and before the field of useful applications is explored".

Stockman's time was not ready and the technology needed more time to develop.



In the 1950s, passive )ackscattering was investigated with the goal of creating

inexpensive wireless telephone systems. Notable developments include works of F. L

Vernon's paper "Application of the microwave homodyne" published in October 1952 [81,

D.B. Harris's patent "Radio transmission systems with modulated passive responder" filed

in August 1952 [9], and Joseph H. Vogelnan's patent "Passive data transmission

technique utilizing radar echoes" filed in May 1959 [13].

In the 60s, works such as Robert M. Richardson's patent "Remotely activated

radio frequency powered devices" filed in September 1961 [10], Roger F. Harrington's

paper "Theory of loaded scatterers" in April 1964 [11], and Jorgen P. Vinding's patent

"Interrogator-responder identification system" filed in May 1965 [12] kept pushing the

RFID development forward. Commercialization of RFID began in the late 60s. Companies

such as Sensormatic, Checkpoint, and Knogo developed inexpensive, one-bit electronic

article surveillance (EAS) tags for couitering theft, which marked the beginning of RFID

commercial deployment [5].

The 70s saw significant practical developments of RFID. In January 1973, Mario

Cardullo and Willian Parks received a US patent "Transponder apparatus and system"

[14] for a passive RFID tag with a rewritable internal memory-a feature that

distinguished itself from any previous transponders. This invention was significant and it

was the ancestor of modern RFID transponders. In August that same year, Charles

Walton received a patent for his "Electronic identification and recognition systems" [15].

His invention utilized inductive coupling to identify a coded object and it found success

with Schlage Lock Company to make electronic locks for building access control. Later,

Walton was granted the first patent to use the acronym RFID in May 1983 [20]. In

November 1973, William Arnold published a paper "The toll highway faces automation"

[16] in which he identified areas of RFID applications in traffic management. To an extent,



this paper set the directions for many later application developments. Also in 1973,

Raytheon developed the commercial "Raytag", an electronic remote data readout system.

In October 1975, Richard Klensch at RCA labs received a patent for his "Electronic

identification system" [18]. His work explored higher microwave frequency (8-9 GHz) for

RFID. In January 1977, Fred Sterzer at RCA received a patent for having developed an

"Electronic license plate for motor vehicles" [19]. Some of these scientists later left the lab

and started companies such as IndentrotiLx and Amtech. In 1978, R. J. King published the

landmark book-Aficrowave Homodyne Systems. which was one of the earliest discourses

on the theory and practices used in RFID.

In the 70s, the U.S. government was interested in developing RFID. At the request

of the Department of Energy (DoE), Los Alamos Scientific (now National) Laboratory

(LASL) developed a system to track vehicles and nuclear iiaterials. LASL also developed

passive RFID tags to track cows and report their temperatures for the Department of

Agriculture (DoA). In August 1975, Alfred Koelle, Steven Depp, and Robert Freyman of

LASL published their work for the DoA in the paper "Short-range radiotelemetry for

electronic identification using modulated backscatter" [17). In the paper, they introduced

the technique of antenna load modulation, which was switched at a subcarrier frequency

for effective backscattering.

During the 90s, an important technological breakthrough took place. For the first

time, microwave Schottky diodes were fabricated on a regular CMOS IC which allowed

UHF RFID tags to contain only a single IC, a capability that was unavailable previously.

In 1999, Klaus Finkenzeller published The RFID Handbook [21] which was one of earliest

and authoritative texts on RFID.



The 80s and 90s were decades in which RFID systems were widely deployed in

several industries, including the railroad, traffic management, livestock, supply chain

logistics, access control, and etc [6].

In the US, the early adopter was the railroad industry which faced the problem of

tracking thousands of railcars over thousands of miles of tracks. In the early 70s, the

industry tried to use circular optical barcode reflectors to identify individual railcar. As

the railcar passed by an optical base station, the station would transmit a beam of light

which would be reflected back by the barcode reflector. However, the optical reflector

didn't work well in the snowy, mnuddv, and rainy outdoor weather as its surface could

easily be covered or damaged. It was this problem that triggered Mario Cardullo's

invention of a passive RFID tag with a changeable internal memory filed in 1970. By the

late 1980s, the rail industry established a standard (AAR S-918) for railcar identification

based on backscatter transponders operating in the ISM band at 902-928 MHz. By 1994,

over 3 million railcars in the US were equipped with compliant RFID transponders.

The traffic managenent industry needed vehicle identification and autornated

tolling which found RFID useful. In the early 80s, Philip Electronics developed an

inductive system V-coim or V-tag with antennas embedded in the roads to track buses

travelling certain repetitive routes. In October 1987, the city Alesund in Norway launched

the operation of world's first RFID electronic toll collection systems [7]. It was followed

quickly by the Dallas North Turnpike in the US in 1989. Around that time, the Port

Authority of New York and New Jersey began commercial operation of RFID for buses

going through the Lincoln tunnel. The E-ZPass Interagency Group was created in 1991 to

develop regionally compatible electronic tolling systems for the eastern states. In the same

year, Oklahoma imuplemented open highway automated tolling system. Houston's

combined toll collection and t raffic management system was implemented in 1992. Title



21 standard was adopted in California and other western states. By 2001, the use of RFID

for electronic toll collections had expanded in the US to 3,500 traffic lanes. Today, the

wide use of RFID in vehicle identification and automated tolling is evidently seen in

everyday life.

The livestock industry, mostly driven by the DoA in the US, found RFID useful.

The paper Los Alamos published in 1975 was directed toward the identification of dairy

cattle to address the DoA's needs. In 1991 and 1996, the ISO approved the ISO 11784 and

11785 standards (later updated to ISO 14223), respectively. Since then many countries

have adopted the standards and RFID has been widely deployed in the livestock industry.

The supply chain logistics industry, mostly driven by the DoD and large retailer

like Wal-Mart and Tesco. found RFID promising. The multi-mode standardized shipping

containers, invented around 1956, revolutionized worldwide logistics as they can be

transported on trains, trucks, ships, and airplanes. However, using paper forms to track

these containers and their contents proved to be expensive and problematic. REID

effectively provided a solution for such a challenge. In the 1990s, the DoD used active tags

from Savi Technologies (operated under the ANSI 371.2/ISO 18000-7 standard at 433

MHz) for over a million shipping containers travelling worldwide. In 2003, Wal-Mart

mandated its top 100 suppliers to apply RFID tags to all shipments delivered to Wal-

Mart by January 2005. The DoD issued similar mandate to their suppliers in 2005. Today,

wide usage of RFID is readily seen in the supply chain industry.

RFID has also been useful to track people in addition to valuable assets, such as

railcars, vehicles, an( shipping containers. Personnel access control in corporate buildings

required short-range, inductively coupled employee badges or access cards to enter the

buildings. Healthcare facilities used RFID to track and iionitor its patients. However,



using RFID to track people runs squarely into privacy issues and it has been a

controversial topic of debate.

A significant milestone in the history of RFID was the launch of the MIT Auto-ID

(enter in 1999. Researcher David Brock and Sanjay Sarnia envisioned the concept of

"Internet of Things"--low-cost tags that contained only a ubiquitous, globally unique

EPC to identify every manufactured product. With the identified EPC, information about

the object in a database can be accessed through the internet. Their work resulted in two

first-generation air-interface (1lass 0 and Class 1 standards, the EPC numbering scheme,

and a. network to look up information about objects. In October 2003. the Auto-ID center

licensed the technology to UCC (GS1 US) which created EPCglobal as a joint venture

with the EAN international (GS1). The EPCglobal seeks to establish worldwide standard

and adoption of the EPC teichnology and EPCglobal network, while the Auto-ID labs

continued research in RFID. The Class 0 and Class 1 standards are important for the

supply chain industry: but unfortinately, they were mutually incompatible. In 2004, the

EPCglobal developed a new protocol Class 1 Generation 2 for passive UHF RFID. In 2006,

it was ratified by the ISO as ISO 18000-6C. This Gen 2 protocol, of which reader will read

more about in Chapter 2, is significant for the supply chain management industry. It

paved the way for large-scale deployment of passive UHF RFID and may become the

globally accepted standard.

The 21" century sees an explosion of RFID technology in both traditional and new

application areas (such as healthcare, item management, etc) driven by inexpensive, low

power modern ICs and globally accepted protocol standards. Novel developments such as

integration of sensors for sensinag applications, low-power microcontrollers for computation,

etc will expand the forefront of the technology. The future of RFID is very promising. The

realization of its full potential is only limited by our imagination.



1.4 Tag Classifications

Tags are often classified by power., frequency, and protocols. Paper [21] includes a

comprehensive review of tag classifications, suggesting categories based on other

characteristics such as data processing, programmability, etc.

1.4.1 Passive, Semi-passive, and Active Tags

Based on the source of power supply, tags are categorized into passive, semi-

passive, and active. Table 1-1 shows a brief comparison of these three types.

Table 1-1: Tag Comparisons

Type Power Source Commnnication Advantages Disadvantages
Method

- Battery-free - Short operating

R.F field Backscatter .No transmitter range (-2-10i)
Passive . Low power . Limited

of the reader modulation
consumption computational

- Low cost/maintenance capability

. Higher power budget - Medium cost

RF field of Backsatter allows complex designs - Large size
the reader & . Long operating range - Battery

batterv . Long battery life (~ constrained

I I_ yrs) - Maintenance

Battery
Active radio

transmission

- Allow advance(d

modulation schemes

- Long operating range

(1km)

. Powerful processing

capabilities

- Power hungry,
short battery

lifespan (- weeks,

months)

- Expensive

- Bulky

Active



Passive tags are batteryless devices. They don't have an on-board battery to power

their circuitries, but rely coipletely on the power provided by the reader. Unlike

conventional wireless sensor nodes, passive tags don't contain radio transmitters, which

are power hungry; instead, they modulate the reflection of the RF wave emitted by the

reader (using backscatter modulation) to transmit data. As a result, passive tags consume

little power. They are very inexpensive to manufacture and virtually require no

maintenance -they can work as long as their electronic components work. Due to these

advantages, they are very p opular in today's market. However, passive tags suffer

relatively short operating range on the order of 2-10m. Their communication links are

asymmetrical and forward-link limited due to the fact that tags have less sensitivity (-20

dBmn) compared to the sensitive reader (-80 dBn). This is because tags are power

constrained while the reader is not. Because of that, passive tags have limited

computational capability comj)ared to the other two types.

Semi-passive tags are batterv-assisted devices. They contain an on-board battery to

power their circuitries but like the passive tags, they use backscatter modulation for data

transmission. Due to increased power budget provided by the battery, semi-passive tags

allow more complex IC designs and RF functions. Compared with the active tags, they

have relatively longer battery lifespan (on the order of years) because the data,

transmission is not powered by the battery. In addition, semi-passive tags can achieve

read range in the 10s of meters. However, they are more expensive in terms of large size

(battery area) and maintenance cost.

Active tags are completely powered by the battery for both their IC circuitries and

data transmission. They are basically full-fledged radios with sophisticated transmitters

and receivers. With complex B functions, they can implement advanced modulation

schemes which often provide siperior noise robustness. Active tags can achieve read range



up to 1 km and support powerful microprocessors. However, due to power hungry radio

and processing components, active tags suffer from short battery lifespan ranging from

weeks to months. They are typically expensive, large in size, and involve complex

circuitries.

1.4.2 Inductive vs. Radiative Coupling

Another common way tags are categorized is by their operating frequency. Figure

1-2 shows the common frequency bands for RFID-125/134 KHz falls in the low

frequency (LF), 13.56 MHz in the high frequency (HF), 860-960 MHz in the ultra-high-

frequency (UHF), and 2.4-2.45 GHz in the microwave band. It also shows their

corresponding wavelength (X) which is defined as:

C

f

where c is the speed of light (3 x 10 8m/s) and f is the frequency.

inducive radiatv

frequency (Hz)

wavelength (m) 3000  300 30

common RFID 125/134 13,56
bands KHz MHz

5.7
RFIDgbands MHz

Figure 1-2: Frequency band for RFID systems.

3 !0.03

860-960 2,4
MHz GHz

433 S52-5,8
MHz GHZ

Adapted from [6]



Tags operating in thte different frequencies demonstrate different coupling

behaviors. Generally, the LF and HF tags are inductively coupled using magnetic fields

whereas the UHF and microwave tags are radiatively coupled using electromagnetic fields.

This distinction is primarily deternined by their wavelength (ranging from 12cm to

2400n) in comparison to their antenna size. Tags with wavelength much larger than their

antenna size are inductively coupled and tags with wavelength comparable to their

antenna size are radiatively coupled. The inductive coupling acts effectively as a magnetic

transformer since the traveling time is such small fraction of the wave period. For the

radiative coupling, however, the wave propagation takes several cycles to reach the tag

and back.

Inductive tags operate in the near-field of the reader antenna where power is

transferred by magnetic (H) fields whereas radiative tags operate in the far-field where

power is transferred by EM waves. As showni in the Figure 1-3 . near-field is

approximately one X out from the antenna (some papers use A/21r, the reactive near-field

region) and far-field is approximately 2X. In the near-field region, high magnetic energy is

held back and stored (not radiated). The magnetic field strength falls rapidly as 1/d. In

this region, the relationship between the E and H fields is very complex and the power

density S (W/n,) is difficlt (o predict. All polarization types (circular, elliptical, linear)

may be present.

In the far-field region, there's no reactive energy stored and the magnetic field

strength drops as 1/d (power density drops off as 1/d2). Only one polarization type is

present in the region. The E, H1, and S can be easily predicted with defined relationships

E = H - - and S = E - H (1.2)
EO



where free space permeability u. = 4n X 10-' H/m, permittivity Eo = 8.85 x 10- 4 F/cm,

and the characteristic impedance z, = F = 120T fl.

E

-- from 2 wvelengths
2 wavelengths ---- out to infinity

NEAR-FIELD REGION TRANSITION ZONE FAR-FIELD REGION
reative radiative The maximum overall
NEAR-FIELD, NEAR-FIE dJimension of the source

antenna "D" is a prime
factor in determining
this boundary,

or I The far-field generally
0.159 wavelength starts at a distance of

2x02 /X out to infinity.

Antenna field Regions for Typical Antennas

Figure 1-3: Antenna near-field far-field regions. Adapted from [23]

As a consequence of this rapid H field strength fall off, inductive tags can only be

read within a short distance (-10s of cm) whereas radiative tags offer greater range, up to

10m. Inductive tags use antenna coils and typically have slow data rate, around 1 Kbps,

whereas radiative tags often use dipole antenna and( can achieve data rate of 100s of 1Kbps.

However, the advantage of using inductive tags is that it works well with metallic objects

arid water whereas radiative tags don't. Radiative systems tend to have more multiple

reader interference than the inductive counterparts. These comparisons are summarized in

the Table 1-2.



Table 1-2: Inductive vs. Radiative Coupling Comparisons

Coupling An tenna
eodpln Frequency Advantages Disadvantages

Method Configuration

. Works well with metal - Short read range

and water (10s of cm)
- Suitable for short-range - Slow data rate

IIL~uctie LE HF (many turnsInductive LF, HF applications (1kbps for LF, 10s of

for HF) fkbps for HF)
. Expensive for

antenna windings

Dipole - Longer read range . Not work well with

(-16cn for (-10in, limited by metal and water
UHFtpwr

Radiative .H' uHF, 6cm transmit power) - Multiple reader
microwave

for . Fast data rate (100s interference

microawave) Kbps)

1.4.3 Protocols

Tags are also categorized by the protocol standards they use. As shown in the

Figure 1-4, there exist many st andards across all connon bands for passive, semi-passive,

and active tags. Most of these standards are incompatible to each other. Some of these are

proprietary and exist for a particular application while others exist simply because of

historical reasons. Since 2006., for passive tags in the 860-960 MHz, EPC Class 1 Gen 2

(ISO-18000-6C) has become the most common as it improves upon EPC Class 0 (ISO

18000-6A) and Class 1 Gen 1 (ISO 18000-6A).



____ ~~~Frequency __ ___ ___

Tag type: 125/134 kHz 5-7 MHz 13.56 MHz 303/433 MH* 860-960 MHz 2.45 CHz

Passive ISO 11784/5, 1S010536 MIFARE S018000-6A,,(C t5018000-4

14223 Pico DF; PX IS014443 EPC cass 0 intellitag
ISO18000-2 Tag 1 EP( class I p-chip

Hil-ag IS015693 neltg

SO18000-3 tle 21

T!RIS AAR S918

Icode Ucode

Semipassive AAR S918 IS018000-4

Title 2 1 Alien BAP

EZpas

I ntefllcfhkx

Max,rn

Active ANSI 371L2 5018000-4

ISO11800-7 ANSI 371.1

RUCodcd

Figure 1-4: REID standards across all commfonl frequency hands. Adapted from [61.

1.5 Summary

It is apparent to see there are tradeoffs with passive, semi-pas9sive, and active tags

across different frequency bands with different standards. Passive tags are low cost. suited

for labeling with inexlpensive objects. Semi-passive tags are nmore exp~ensive while active

tags are most expensive, sulitedi for expensive, important items. Low frequency offers good

working compatibility with water and metal objects but suffers from short read distance

and low data rate. Higher frequency offers longer read range, higher dlata rate, smaller

antenna size. but suffers from working with metal and water objects.

For health care applic~ations where sensors are usedl for monitoring, it is sometimes

advantageous to use semni-passive or even active tags. But when minimum cost and

batteryless power are required, p~assive tags are more suit(l. In fact, hylbrid tags where

low-power backscatter modulation technique is utilized anid llltracalpacitors are used to

store energy to power the sensors and internal circuitries can offer the most advantages.



Chapter 2 UHF Gen 2 Protocol

Protocol is an agreement between the reader and tag on how information is

exchanged. For passive RFID systems, careful attention needs to be paid to minimize the

demands on limited power aid computational capability of the tag. In the early days,

different vendors used different protocols which made cross-vendor readers and tags

incompatible-tags from one vendor couldn't talk to a reader made by another vendor

and vice versa. This created a practical problem as RFID systems were widely deployed in

the supply chain of a world market. From 1999 to 2003, the MIT AitoID Center played

an important role in standard.izing the various protocols. Early standards included Class 0,

Class 1 Gen 1, ISO 18000-6A, -6B, etc. Since 2006, the EPC Class 1 Generation 2, also

known as ISO 18000-6C, has become the globally accepted standard for passive UHF

RFID systems.

To implement Gern 2 on the FPGA, a thorough understanding of its intricacies is

needed. This chapter focuses on the most important and relevant aspects of the protocol.

A top-down approach is used where the link laver will be discussed before the physical

laver. The discussions are not intended to be comprehensive. Readers are encouraged to

explore the specification details in [24]. However, it is proven to be difficult to navigate

through such an elaborate docurnent and gain an understanding how it works. Therefore,

materials are organized in a systematic and logical manner so that they can most

efficiently help readers understand.



2.1 Gen 2 Data Link Layer

The reader manages comununication with a tag using three basic operations: Select,

Invuentory, and Access. Figure 2-1 shows a reader using these operations to interact with a

tag implementing several logical states.

The reader uses the Select operation to select a tag, population for inventory and

access. Through In'ntory, a unique tag can be identified by its EPC. Access allows the

reader to read from or write to an individual tag's memory.

Reader Tags
Select state

Ready
Arbitrate

Reply
Invento Ackno.led,,d

Open
Secured

Access Kiled

Interrogator/Tag operations and Tag state

Figure 2-1: Reader communicates with tags implementing several states. Adapted [24].

2.1.1 Select Operation

The Select operation consists of only one command: Select., which is used to select

a subset of a tag population by using a mask. In this work, there is only one tag the

reader communicates with. Therefore, it is optional to imuplement. However, it will be

briefly described for completeness.

The structure of the Select command is shown in the Table 2-1. The Target

parameter specifies which of the five flags-inventoried flags in each of the four sessions

and the select flag (SL) -- it will target to modify. RFU is reserved for future usage.



Action is a 3-bit field specifying eight possible actions to be taken by the tag depending

on whether the tag's memory data matches the Mvlask bits (a variable bit sequence up to

256 bits). The MemBank, Pointer, and Length specify which bank of the tag's memory

(there're four which will be discussed later), the exact location within the bank, and the

bit length of the data to be matched to the Mask.

These parameters basically allow user to select the tags whose memories contain

certain data. For example, users can select the tags whose EPCs start with the hex AA.

EBV is an extensible bit vector which extends the size of the reference to the memory

address. This will be discussed in the tag memory section. The 1-bit Truncate indicates

whether the backscattered reply will be truncated to include only an abbreviated EPC.

The CRC-16 is a 16-bit cyclic-redundancy check that appends at the end of the command

to ensure validity.

Table 2-1: Select command and tag's response to Action

Sehnctcommand

Command Target Ax*lon MW0mfank Pointer 1 ngth Mask Yrunpafe CRC-16

# of bits 4 3 3 2 EBV 8 Variable 1 16

desciptin 1'10 00- ivenwied(SO) See'00: FU tar"ing Mao_ Mak w isbl

001: inventorted (S1) Toole 01: EPC Mtagk ength value truncation
01 0: tnventorietd (S2)j " 0 10: TitD addreas mts :Ebe

011: hnventorbed ($S3) u tUserinato

100:, LF
I10: RFU-

.11: RFU _ _

Tag response to Action parameter

Action GseigMn5thn

000 asseri SL or inventoried - A deassert SL or inventoried B

001 asserl SL Cr Inventor~+ A d0 nothling

010 do nothing deassert SL or inventoried B
Oil negate St. or (A B, -+ A do noathing

100 deassert SL or inventoried -+ B assert SL or inventoried A

101 easort L~o inyettrted-+ donothing

110 do nothing assert SL or inventoried - A

111 do nothing negateSL _r (A _8, B__ A)



As shown in the Action Table, there are eight possible tag actions. For example, if

in the Select command the Action is 000, and the content of the memory location of the

tag specified by the MemBank, Pointer, and Length matclies the Mask specified by the

user, a matching occurs. Depending on the Target value, the tag will either assert SL flag

or flip the inventoried flag to A. If a non-matching occurs., the tag will deassert SL or flip

the inventoried flag to B.

The reader can issue multiple Select commands to perform a complex Boolean logic,

such as union (OR), intersection (AND), XOR, to include or exclude certain tags. It

simply selects a sub population and the tags don't reply.

2.1.2 Inventory Operation

After the Select operation. the Inventory operation is initiated. This operation

basically uniquely identifies a single tag (singulation) among the selected population and

establishes subsequent access to it.

Figure 2-2 illustrates a basic session of tag inventory and access. For now we will

focus on the general operations. Details of the commands will be discussed later.

Actually before even jumping into the general operations, we will first look at the

slotted Aloha (or the Q-protocol) Gen 2 uses to singulate a tag., which differs from the

Gen 1 binary tree variants. This is how it works:

e The reader specifies the number of slots in a round by a Q number

e Each tag randomly rolls die an.d selects a slot

e If a tag has chosen the first slot in the round, it replies with a 16-bit random

number (RN16) while other tags remain silent

* Upon receiving this RN. if the reader can acknowledge it, the tag sends its EPC



* With a proper handle, the reader can maintain an access session with the tag

and is able to read from and write to the tag's memory

Example inventory and access of a single Tag

INTERROGATOR

1 Interrogator issues a Query,
Query Adjust or QueryRep

Interrogator acknowledges
Tag by issuing ACK with
same RN16

Interrogator issues ReqRN
containing same RN16

Iwo nossibe outcomes tassumem1:
2 I) Slot - 0: Tag responds with RNiS

2) Slot <> 0; No reply

Two possible outcomes jassumt #1):
1) Valid RN16: Tag responds with {PCIXPC, EPC}
2) Invalid RN16: No reply

Two nossible outcomes (assume #i
1) Valid RN16: Tag responds with (bandl
2) Invalid RN16: No reply

Interrogator accesses Tag.
7 Each access command uses

bale as a parameter
h a k s a p a a e e Tag veriies hani a. Tag ignores

NOTES: command if h~jdl does niot matchNOTES
- CRC-16 not shown in transitions

See command/reply tables for command details

Example of Tag inventory and access

Figure 2-2: Inventory and access of a single tag

With this un(lerstanding, let's look at Figure 2-2 again. Beginning at step 1, the

reader issues a Query comrnaiid which contains the Q parameter that sets the number of

slots. The advantage of slotte1 Aloha is that this Q number can be dynamically adjusted

by the user in the reader software so that in the case there is known nunl)ers in the read

zone, it can be specified so that the response time can be improved. Upon receiving Query

at step 2, tag randonly picks a value between 0 and 22 -1 inclusively and loads it into its



slot counter. If the value is not zero, the tag doesn't reply and waits for the reader to

issue either a QucryA djust which adjusts the Q or a QueryfJep which decrements the tag's

slot counter until it reaches zero. When this happens, the tag responds by backscattering

a RN16. After receiving this RN16 at step 3. the reader issues an ACK which contains

this same RN16. If the tag receives an invalid RN16 at step 4. it ignores the command.

Otherwise, it replies by backscattering a Protocol Control (PC) and EPC which will be

discussed later in the tag memory section. At step 5, the fInventory operation is complete.

The reader may choose to terminate by issuing a Query, QueryA djust, QueryRep or

access the tag memory by issuing a ReqRN command.

Now, let's look at the details of these commands 11m(d tag's reply to them. The

Inventory operation consists of Query. QueryAdjust. QueryRep, A CK, and NAK

commands.

Query initiates a new inventory round. It contains parameters, as shown in the

Table 2-2, that specify the tag-to-reader (T=>R) backscatter link frequency (BLF),

encoding format (thus the data rate), flag status, session, and the Q, which sets the

number of slots (2(- ) for the round.

QueryA djust command adjusts (increment, decrement, or no change) the Q

without changing any other parameter whereas QueryRep instructs the tag to decrement

its slot counter. The tag will not reply if it has not previously received a Query, or the

comnand doesn't match the session nunber specified by the previous Query. Details of

both commands are shown in the Table 2-2.

Tag's reply to all three commands is the RN16.



Table 2-2: Query, QueryA djust, and QueryRep command structures and tag reply

Querycommand

QueryAdjust command

Command -essWon ipP"n
# of bits 4 2 3

description 1001 00: SO 110: Q = Q + 1
0: Si 000: No change to Q
10: 2 01 Q= Q- 1
11: S3

QueryRep command

# of bits 2 2
descdiptiont 00 00: SO

01: S1
10: S2

Tag reply to Query, QueryAdjust, QueryRep

# of bits 16

descdtption RN16

The A CK command acknowledges the tag with the RN16 it previously sends to the

reader. The tag replies with PC/EPC up to 528 bits. The NAK doesn't acknowledge the

tag. Any tag receives this command simply change its state (or in some cases doesn't

change state) and will riot r:,ply. The structures of both commands and tag reply are

shown in the Table 2-3.



Table 2-3: A CK and NAK command structures

ACKcommand

Tag reply to a successful ACffcommand

NAKcommand

2.1.3 Access Operation

After the Inventory operation has completed in step .5, the reader may choose to

access the tag's memory by issuing a Req RN. This command, as shown in the Table 2-4,

requests the tag to generate a new RN16, or the handle. At step 6 the tag replies with a

new handle after it receives the correct RN16 sent by the RequRN. Notice this reply

differs from that of Query. QueryAdj, or QueryRep by the CRC16 check. If the received

RN16 is incorrect, the tag simply ignores the command.



Table 2-4: Req RN command structure and tag reply

Ret RNcommand

Tag reply to a RecRNcommand

RN CRC-16

#of bits 16 16
description handle or new RN 16

At step 7 after receiving the new handle, the reader can issue commands to access

the tag's memory. These access commands include Read, Write, Kill, Lock, Access,

Block Write, BlockErase, and BockPermrialock. The only relevant command for this thesis

is Read and there's no point to kill or lock my only tag.

The Read command is shown in the Table 2-5. Along with the handle and the

CRC-16 check, Read contains the MemBank, WordPtr, and WordCount parameters. The

MemBank specifies which of the four banks to be accessed. WordPtr points at the starting

word address of the memory )ank. WordCount specifies the number of the 16-bit words

to be read. The tag replies with a 1-bit header, the accessed iemory words, the handle.,

and the CRC-16 check.



Table 2-5: Read command structure awl, tag reply

Readcommand

Tag reply to a successful Readeommand

As shown in the Figure 2-3, the tag memory is organized into four banks, each of

which contains zero or more 16-bit memory words. They are Reserved, EPC, Tag ID

(TID), and User memory banks at binary 00, 01, 10, and 11 locations, respectively.

MSp LSB

Optional XPCQW1 [15:0]
Optional XPQ-WI (15:01,

EPG [15$:4]

EPC jtN'1 5]
StoredPC [15.01

Store dCRC [15:01

Logical memory map

Figure 2-3: Tag memory organizad(ion

40

2.2 Tag Memory

Bank II

Bank 10

Sank.01

Bank 00



2.2.1 EBV-8 Scheme

Notice that the Select and Read commands contain parameters- Pointer in the

Select and WordPtr in the Rcad, which use the extensible bit vector (EBV). The EBV is

a flexible format used to select a particular location in the memory bank. It is a data

structure with an extensible data range that allows the memory to be of arbitrary size. As

indicated by the dots in the Figure 2-3, memory banks are not constrained to the size

shown.

Gen 2 uses the 8-bit EBV scherne where the first bit is the extension bit and the

rest seven bits are the data. For example, as shown in the Figure 2-4, since the extension

bit is 0, the first three rows are non-extended and the data bits contain the complete

address. When the extension bit is 1, the next three rows are extended. The last two rows

are calculated as 214 - 1 = 16383 and 214 = 16384.

EBV-8 word format

Extension Bit Data

0 0 0000000
1 0 0000001 N*n-*x*"dedDa
127 0 1111111
128
16383
16384

1 0000001
1 1111111
1 0000001

0 .0000000

0 1111111 } ExtendedData
1 0000000 0 0000000

Figure 2-4: EBV-8 examples

2.2.2 Reserved Memory

Refer to Figure 2-3. The Reserved memory bank holds the 32-bit Kill and Access

passwords, stored from 00 , to IF,, and 20,, to 3F, respectively. This bank is useful when



data encryption is implemented on the tag. If passwords are not implemented, by default

they are all set to zeros.

2.2.3 EPC Memory

The EPC memory bank is where the EPC which uniquely identifies a product

resides. It holds the StoredCRC, StoredPC, EPC, and the two optional XPC words at the

locations shown in the Figure 2-3. The StoredCR.C is the CRC-16 value that the tag

calculates over the StoredPC, EPC and stores in the EPC inemory at power-up. It's used

to protect the backscattered data. Tag that supports XPC should implement PacketCRC

which is calculated dynamically over the backscattered PC word, optional XPC word, and

EPC.

The structure of the 16-bit StoredPC is shown in the Figure 2-5. It primarily

determines the bit length of the EPC. Therefore, for a standard 96-bit EPC, the default

StoredPC value is hex 30001, as shown in the figure.

nibble 1 nibble 2 byt 2:P

30 = 0 0 11 0000 0000 0000
FPCglobal or ISO AFI

EPC length Numbering Systern tdentifier (NSI):
in words: 0 - byte 2 as p(r EPCGlobal
00110 = 6 Taa Data Standards:

Figure 2-5: StoredPC structure



The StoredPC comprises the EPC length field from locations 101, to 141 a user-

memory indicator (UiMI) at 151, an XPC W1 indicator (XI) at 16,1 and a numbering

system identifier (NSI) from 17 , to 1Fh. Tag that supports XPC should implement a

PacketPC which is different fron the StoredPC in its EPC length field.

The maximum 5-bit EP"C length is 11111, or 31 words, which allows 496-bit EPC.

In PacketPC, the max EPC length is 111012 or 29 words which allow 464-bit EPC. The

difference of 2 words is used for the two optional XPC words.

The UMI bit 15h indicates whether the User memory bank is used or contains

information. The XI bit 16,, indicates whether the optional XPC W1 is implemented.

Implementing XPC _W1 is imiportant only when there is a need to recommission tags. In

the case where Kill command is not used, there's no need to implement this optional word.

The NSI MSB at 171, indicates whether it's an EPCglobal application. It the bit is 0, the

following 8 bits is defined per the EPCglobal Tag Data Standards [25]. Otherwise, it is a

non-EPCglobal application anld the 8 bits contain application family identifier (AFI)

defined in the ISO/IEC 15961.

The EPC structure is defined in the EPCglobal Tag Data Standards [251.

Interested readers should exp):re the details in the specification document.

2.2.4 TID Memory

The Tag ID memory bank contains information about the tag's manufacturer and

the tag itself instead of the object it attaches to. Specifically, the first 8-bit location 00,, to

071, contains one of the two ISO/IEC 15963 class identifiers, either E011 or E21 ,. assigned by

the tag manufacturer.



If the identifier is E01, the second 8-bit location 08, to OFh, contains an 8-bit

manufacturer ID. The following 48-bit location 101 to 3Fh, contains the tag serial number.

Together, they make a unique 64-bit Tag ID.

If the identifier is E2h, the next 12-bit location 08, to 13 , contains the tag's mask

designer ID. The following 12-bit 14,, to IF,, contains a vendvlor-defined tag model number.

Usage of locations above IF1 is defined in [25).

It's important to note the differelce between TID and EPC memory banks-- that

TID contains information about the tag itself whereas EPC identifies the product the tag

is attached to. Theiy are distinct and different.

2.2.5 User Memory

The user memory bank provides opportunity to store user specific data. In the case

of sensor integrated tags, this is the location to store all samnnpled data. The memory size

can be arbitrarily large, only constrained by the physical size limitation.

2.2.6 Reply to the ACK Command

Refer to step 4 in the Figure 2-2 again. After receiving the ACK command with

the verified RN16, if the tag doesn't implement the optional XPC word which is often the

case, the tag will only send PC, the full EPC, and CRC-16. Otherwise, the tag response is

based on the Table 2-6. In the case of a, single tag where XPC is not implemented, only

the first row of the table is relevant.



Table 2-6: Tag response to the ACK command

Tag data and CRC-16 backscattered in response to an ACKcommand

X1 XEB Truncation - . -

0 0 Deasserted StoredPC None Full StreCC r

0- 0 Asserted 00000 te unaed , tr4R

0 1 Dasserted Invalid'

0 Asserted Invaid!
1 0 De asserted PacketPC XPC W1 Full PacketCRC

1 0 Asserted _002_ None Truncate toredCRC

1 1 Deasserted PacketPC Both XPCW1 W1 Full PacketCRC
__________and XPCW2_ ______ ______

1 Asse~ted 00000 N_ __one Truncated StoedCRC

Note 1: X1 is the bitwise logical OR of the 16 bius of XPC_W1, and XEB is the MSB (bit F,) of XPCW1, so if XEB= I then X1=1.

2.3 Tag States

While communicating with the reader, the tag implements several logical states.

Figure 2-6 shows the tag state diagrai. At the first glance, the most straightforward path

of execution is from Ready to Arbitrate to Reply to Acknowledged to Open/Secured and

finally to Killed. In this work of a single sensor tag, the Killed state is not implemented.

Upon entering an energizing RF field and being powered up, the tag enters the

Ready state. It stays there until it receives a Query command which contains Target

(Inventoried flag) and Sel parameters that match the tag's flag values. The matched tag

draws a random number in the 0 to 2-1 range from its pseudo random number generator

(RNG). It loads this RN into its slot counter and transition to Reply if it's zero or

Arbitrate if it's nonzero. Tag in the Arbitrate will remain there until it receives a

QueryRep that decrements its slot counter to zero. When this happens, it sends a RN16

to the reader while transitioning to Reply. In the Reply state, if the tag receives an A CK

with the valid RN16., it transitions to the Acknowledged state while sending PC and EPC



to the interrogator according to the Table 2-6. If it doesn't receive A CK within a certain

timing constraint T2, or the RN16 is incorrect, or receive other commands except Select

and Query, the tag will return to the Arbitrate state.

In the Acknowledged state, the tag can transition to any other state except the

Killed state. If the tag receives ReqRN with the valid RN'16 and the access password is

zero as in the default case, it transitions to the Secured state. This is often the case when

password is not implemented on the tag. If the access password is coded and is nonzero,

the tag transitions to the Open state. For either case, the tag replies with the new RN16

handle during the transitioning.

Depending on the received connnand, tag in the Secured state can transition to

any state except the Acknowledged and Open states. Tag in the Open state can transition

to any state except the Acknowledged state. Tag in the Open and Secured state can be

killed by the Kill command. It's important to note that killing a tag is irreversible. In the

case of a single tag communication, there's no point to kill the only tag.
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QueryRep slot

Query AdjustL!2S

CMD: Sect
Acton: Return to ready
Reply: None. Note I

C#D- ury
Acton. New round
Reply: Note 3

CMD Al other
Action: Remin in reedy
Reply: None

CMD: seeact
Actiont Return to ready
Reply: None. Note I

CMD: Query
Action: New round
Reply Note 3

CMD: AN other
Action: Retum to arbitrate
Repliy None.

CMD: None within time T2
Actlon: Return to arbitrate
Reply: None.

CMD: Slect
Action: Retum to ready
Reply: None. Note I

CMD: Query
Action: New round
Reply: Notes 2, 3

CMD: QueryRep, QurwyAdjust
Action: Retum to ready
Reply: None, Note 2

CUD: A% other
Acton: Return to arbitrate
Reply: None.

CMD: Kid [valid hand~l & valid nonzero kill pswr
Reply: handle when done. Note 4

Power-up &kiled -Kile

& -kiled ii ON
CMD: QueryImismatched

inventoried orSL fllegs]
Reply: None

d1y

NEW ROUND
CMD: Query sIt > 0 & matching
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Reply: None

CMD: ACK [valid RN16]
Reply: See Table 6.14
CMD: ReqRN [invalid RN16)
Reply: None

CMAD: ReqRN [valid RN16] & (access password = 0}
Reply: handle

CMD: A CK [valid handlel
Reply: See Table 6.14
CMD: Req_RN Read, Write, Lock, BlockWrite/Erase/Permaiock
Reply: See state-transiion tables
CMD: K# [valid handle & kill password = 0]
Reply: Error code
CMD: Kill [valid haldi & valid nonzero kill password & {BRgggL< 0}}
Reply: handJe when done. Note 4
CMD: Kill Access invaid hlanwd
Reply: None

& ~ o~j CUD: K01 valid acess &paldnneoklpasrd&{toiY01

CMD:C Access [valid handle & valid access password]
Reply: baudle when done

CMD: ACK [vaid handlia
Reply: See Table 6.14

red CMD: Req_RN, Read, Wdite. Lock, BlockWrite/Erase/Permalock
Reply:, See state-transition tables
CMD: Kiftlvalid handie & kill password = 0)
Reply: Error code
CMD: Kill [Valid handle & valid nonzero kioe password & (Recom O }
Reply: handle when done. Note 4
CMD: Access [valid handle & valid access password)
Reply: hanidle when done
CMD: Kid, Access [invalid ha&dle

d Reply: None

CMD: AMl
Reply: None

1, Select Assert/deassert SL or set Inventoried to A or8.
2. Query: A-+> 8 or B-+ A it the new session matches the prior session; otherwise no change to the InventorIed flag,

QueryRepOeryAdjust: A-* Scr 9-+ A if the session matches the prior Query otherwise, the command is invalid and ignored by the Tag.
3. Query starts a new round and may change the session. Tags may go to ready, arbitrate, or reply.
4. If a Tag does not 4nplement recommissioning then the Tag treats norero Recom it as though Recom = 0.

Tag state diagram

Figure 2-6: Tag state diagram
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Repl CMD: QueryAdjust [slot = 01
Reply: Now RN16



2.4 Gen 2 Physical Layer

2.4.1 Operating Frequency

UHF RFID operates in the 860-960 MHz depending on the regions. In the US

under the FCC regulations, RFID uses the Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band

of 902-928 MHz with 915 M'Hz center frequency. In Europe regulated by ETSI, RFID uses

865-868 MHz band.

The US industry has converged on 915 MHz tags for commercial deployment due

to a balance between tag cost (increase with higher frequency), size (smaller with

increased frequency). and operating distance (increase with higher frequency).

2.4.2 Reader-to-Tag (R=_>T) Communications

2.4.2.1 Modulation

The reader communicates with the tag by modulating an RF carrier using

amplitude shift keying (ASK). The three modulation schemes used in the Gen 2 RFID

systems are double- sideband (DSB), single-sideband (SSB). or phase-reversal (PR).

2.4.2.2 Data Encoding

The R,=>T link uses the pulse-interval (data encoding (PIE) as shown in the Figure

2-7Figure 2-1. PIE is advantageous over simple on-off keyiig (00K) as it ensures power

is delivered for each symbol. Data-0 is encoded by a high interval-transmitted

continuous wave (CW) followed by a low pulse width (PW)-attenuated CW. Data-1 is



encoded by a longer high interval followed by the same length PW. Tari (ranging from

6.25 to 25us) is used as the reference time and is the duration of data-0. Common values

are 6.25us, 12.5us, and 25us corresponding to the R=>T data rates of 160, 80, and 40

Kbps. PW is normally a half Tari but can vary from 0.265 to 0.525 Tari.

1.5 Tari ! data-1 5 2.0 Tari

Tari 0.5 Tari:5x STari

PW PW

data-0

data-1
PIE symbols

Figure 2-7: PIE symbol for data-0 and data-1

2.4.2.3 Preamble and Frame-Sync

Figure 2-8 shows the preaml)le and frame-sync symbols. The two symbols are

identical except the addition of the T=>R calibration (TReal) in the preamble. Preamble

precedes Query command which starts the inventory round while frame-syne precedes all

other commands.

The preamble consists of a fixed-length delimiter, data-0, R.=>T calibration

(RTcal) symbol, and the TR.al symbol. The RTcal, whose length is the sum of the data-0

and data-1, determines the pivot which is RTeal/2. Any subsequent symbol shorter than

pivot is interpreted as data-0 and any longer is data-1.

The reader uses TRcal in the preamble to specify the tag's backscatter link

frequency (BLF). BLF is calculated as:

BLF=DR/TRcal (2.1)



where DR is the divide ratio specified in the Qiery We will discuss more about the BLF

in the tag-to-reader communication section.

R=>T'Preamble

I Tart 2.5 Tari RTca S 310 Tari tlRTcal sTRcal s 3 RTcal

12Sys+I-5% PW PW

delimiter i dataC RT calibraton (Rica) T>F calibration (TRcal)

Re>T Frame-Sync

1 Tar 2,5 Tari RTcal 5 3.0 far

2Sps +f- 5% W PWI

Idelimiter I data-0 R=>T calibration (RTcal)

R=>T preamble and frame-sync

Figure 2-8: R=>T preamble and frame-sync

2.4.3 Tag-to-Reader (T=>R) Communications

The tag uses backscatter modulation to communicate with the reader. It switches

the antenna load impedance, thus the reflection coefficient, between two states according

to the data being sent. Data-1 causes complete power reflection while data-0 causes power

absorption.

2.4.3.1 Modulation

Backscattered data can be modulated using either aiplitude-shift keying (ASK) or

phase-shift keying (PSK). The choice is usually made by the tag designer.



2.4.3.2 Data Encoding

The backscattered data. can be encoded in two formats-FM0 baseband or Miller-

modulated subcarrier. The reader selects the encoding format and data rate through the

Query command that initiates the inventory round. Parameter M (1, 2, 4, or 8) defines

the encoding and DR (either 64/3 or 8) defines the data rate, as seen in the equation 2.1.

2.4.3.3 FMO Baseband

The FMO symbols are shown in the Figure 2-9. Data-0, as in S2, is encoded with a

high and low, changing the phase (state) at the mid symbol. S3 is the inverse of S2 and it

also encodes data-0. Data-1 is encoded with a high which is the entire length of data-0. S4

is the inverse of Si aFnd it encodes data-1.

FM has to invert the baseband phase at every symbol boundary, as shown in the

Figure 2-9. Otherwise, it is a violation. For example, S2 can't be followed by S3 because

phase isn't changed at the sym.bol boundary. Likewise., Si can't be followed by another S1.

Figure 2-10 shows the state diagram for generating FM0 baseband. Notice there's no

transition between S2 and S3, and no condition allows remaining at S1. As shown in the

Figure 2-11, FMO signaling always ends with a "dummny" data-i at the end of the

transmission in the low state. The preanble sequence for FMO is 101OV1. The violation

indicates to the reader that it's a, preamble for data encoded in the FI0 baseband.



FMO Symbols FMrJ Sequences

SZ S3 -S2 L
data- 0 O Ff01 01

data- 1

1 dS, s4 -S1

FMO symbols and sequences

Figure 2-9: FM symbols and sequences

FMO Generator State Diagram

Figure 2-10: FMO baseband generator state diagran

FMO End-of-Signaling

0 dumy 1 dumnmy I

I dummy i i durImy I

Terminating FMO transmissions

Figure 2-11: FMO signaling end with a dummy 1



2.4.3.4 Miller-Modulated Subcarrier (MMS)

Figure 2-12 shows the baseband Miller symbols, which are defined opposite from

the FMO symbols-data-i inverts phase in the mid symbol and data-O doesn't. It also

shows the state diagram for generating Miller baseband sequence. It is important to note

that baseband Miller inverts its phase only when two consecutive Os are in sequence. In

other words, phase is not inverted at symbol boundaries in sequences such as two Is, or

between a 1 and a 0.

Miller Symbols Miller-Sianalina State Diagram

S2  S3 = -S2 S2
_ 1 1

data-1 I 1I 0

data-0 0 0

0

S1 S4 -si 0 i
S4

Figure 2-12: Miller symbols and state diagram

Figure 2-13 shows an example of how a MMS sequence is generated from the

baseband. Notice that the phase is not inverted at the 0, 1 symbol boundaries. To

generate the MMS sequence with M=2, the baseband is multiplied by a square wave

containing two cycles within a symbol. Tpri is the T=>R link period, or 1/BLF. Note

that M doesn't change Tpri or the BLF; it simply indicates the number of cycles within

every baseband symbol. As shown in the Table 2-7, the data rate of the backscattered

MMS sequence is BLF/M. Ii the case of M=2, the data rate is BLF/2.

Figure 2-14 shows the encoding for a 2-bit data using FMO and MMS. Notice with

increased M (M=1 for FMO)., data rate decreases by half while maintaining the same BLF.



There's a strict tradeoff between data rate and noise. With reduced data rate, SNR

improves and tag experiences less interference. Similar to FMO, MMS ends with a

"dummy" data-i at the end of transmission in the low state.

MMS SeqUence Generation with M=2

Baseband Signal

Multiply by
subcarrier
M=2

M MS Sequence

0 1

Tpri

0 1

Figure 2-13: MMS sequence generation

Table 2-7: T=>R data rate

Tag-to4ntirfogator data rates

M. Number ofsubcarrier cycles per symbol -$dultion type Data rate (kbps)
1 FMI basebarid BLF
7 ______fMearre BLF/2

4 Miller subcarrier BLFI4

Me9sarrier $LF/8



Miller Subcarrier Sequences

FMO 00 L~U
i1 LFLU

1L_Ft

M=2 '100

11 f-ffL

M--4 oo Jli"RM
i1, hn iin

01
'10

M-=A 00 ~111TJJJ
o, 1Lruu1l-rju rruf~fmJff~
104ulful-RLrrm U MUrI

11 IULUUULUIJ

Figure 2-14: Data encoding for a 2-bit data

2.4.3.5 BLF and Data Rate

Recall equation BLF=DR/TReal. Table 2-8 shows how these parameters are

related. DR is either 64/3 or 8. Since TReal can vary from 17.2 to 225us, BLF can range

from 40 to 640 KHz. Therefore, data rate (BLF/M) for the T=>R conununication can

range from 5 to 640 Kbps.



Table 2-8: T=>R link frequencies

Tag-to~-nterrogafor link frquene 's



Chapter 3 Gen 2 FPGA

Implementation

In this work, the Gen 2 protocol is implemented using Verilog on an Altera DE2

FPGA board.

Figure 3-1 shows the top-level design. It consists of mainly four modules-

controller, receiver, transmitter, and data sources. The on-board 50 MHz oscillator source

is divided down to 5 MHz to clock the design. Users can interface with the design through

custom inputs (i.e. sensor data) and controls (enable, etc). The receiver receives the

demodulated input (PIE coded) from the analog frontend and the transmitter outputs the

FMO/Miller-encoded data as modulation output to the NIOSFET transistor that controls

the backscattering. The controller coordinates the effort to receive and send data, sourcing

appropriate data as response to specific command.

Data Sources

EC

demodin
SReceiver d'

Controller

itter rn ut

Figure 3-1: Top level design

User
inputs/

Cik



3.1 Controller

The controller module is the brain of the digital logic that implements the Gen 2

protocol. It decides what response to iiiake upon receiving a complete data packet from

the reader. Specifically, the controller manages two tig states-the "receive" and

"transmit" states. If the tag has finished sending data, the controller switches from the

transmit to the receive state. In the receive state, if the data packet is not completely

received, it waits until it is. When this happens, the controller manages the response to

the nine commands that are potentially received from the reader. They are the nine

commands in the Table 3-1-QuerylRep, ACK, Query, QueryAdjust, Select, NAK.

Req_ RN, Read, and Write.

For QueryRep, Qucry, and Qu eryAdjust. the controller implenients the slotted

Aloha protocol. It draws a RN and loads it to the slot counter. When the slot counter is

not zero, it keeps decrementing until it reaches zero at which point the tag transitions to

the transmit state. For the ACK, the controller checks to see whether the RN16 matches

the current handle and moves to transmit when it does. User has the option to choose

sending user-specified data or the tags EPC. Select and I Write are optional for the

purpose of this work and they are not implemented-theV just resets the receiver. For

NAK, no reply is required and it simply resets the receiver. For Req__RN. the controller

stores the current handle and also sends it to the reader as response. For Read, the

controller sets up the data source to be read.



Table 3-1: Commands table

ComMand CO-de Length (W Mandatory? P*ton
QueryRop 00 4 Yes Unique command length

1000 22 Unique command length
and a CRC-5

___________1901 9 YOS Vi___d_______

select 1010 >44 Yes CRC-16
R*e$vedfor forme use 11-
NAK 11000000 8 Yes Unique command length

ReT__114000I 40 Ve Cegens1

Read 11100010 > 57 Yes CRC-1B

WMt 11000011 >Y es CRC16

3.2 Receiver

The receiver module consists of two functional stages. The first stage receives the

entire packet (i.e. preamble and query) and converts the PIE symbols to bits on a bit

clock. The second stage extracts the command and parameter information from the

received bits.

The first stage is made up of two state machines -- a high low symbol detector and

a packet state tracker. The symbol detector is shown in the Figure 3-2. On reset, it enters

the "wait demnod low" state. As long as the demodulation signal is a high bit, it stays in

that state. Once the signal becomes low, it advances to the "wait demod high" state. It

doesn't advance until it gets the next high bit. When this happens. it starts to evaluate

the detected bit in the second state machine as shown in the Figure 3-3.



demod demot

tVV" demod' """
DDemod - Demod
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Figure 3-2: High low symbol detector

> RTal

reset

reset'

Figure 3-3: Packet state tracker

The packet state tracker tracks the state of the packet which includes a preamble

preceding a Query or a frame-sync followed by all other commands. Refer to the Figure

2-8, the preamble consists of a delimiter., data-0, RTcal, and TRcal symbols while frame-

sync is the same except not having the TReal. The tracker tracks these states as it

receives each bit. To differentiate preamble and frame-sync, the tracker uses a 10-bit



counter to measure the length of RTcal and TReal. When the bit received after RTcal is

longer than RTcal, it is a TRocal which will be stored for calculating BLF. Otherwise, it is

a frame-sync and the bit received after RTcal is a command bit. In the "Bits" state, it

compares the length of each bit with the pivot which is RTcal/2-bit I when longer and

bit 0 when shorter. As each bit is received, it outputs a high or low pulse to indicate so.

In the "Reset Counter", when the state tracker is in the "Bits" state, bit clock pulse is

generated to synchronize the received bits.

The second stage of the receiver extracts the command and parameters information

from the received bits and outputting "complete" signals. The parser implements a

counter that counts each bit clock period and determines the command based on the

Table 3-1. For example, if 4 bits have been received and they are 1000, it is Query. After

Query is received, it outputs a 'complete" signal to indicate command received. After the

command, the parser extracts parameter information such as DR, N, TRext, and Q. After

22 bits are received, as shown in the Table 3-1., the Query packet is complete. For

QueryAdj, the 3 updn bits are extracted and stored. For A CK and Req -RN, extracted

handle bits are compared against the current tag handle. When match or non-match takes

place, flags are raised.

3.3 Transmitter

The transmitter module is responsible for generating the response packet based on

the received command. It encompasses several sub-modules, such as the Preamble,

Encoder, CRC16, etc. that landle the preamble generation, FMO or Miller encoding, and

the generation of the 16-bit CRTC.



The top level module of the transmitter accomplishes managing the packet

construction through the state machine shown in the Figure 3-4. Upon reset, it enters the

preamble state and waits for the preamble construction to finish. When this is done, it

noves on to the data state where it waits for the data done signal. The data are nuxed

and sourced from the RNG, EPC, UIN, or Read module determined by the received

command. Also depending on the received command, the controller decides whether the

packet needs a CRC1-6 appended to the end of the response to ensure validity.

tx reset

tx_reset/

I preamble
done

preamble
done

1datadone

crcdone datadone &
dore

Figure 3-4: Response construction state machine

3.3.1 Preamble

The preamble module generates the preamble that precedes the tag responses,

namely the RN16, EPC/UIN, handle, and the read data. Based on the encoding specified

in the Query, there are different preanles for FMO and Miller, as shown respectively in

the Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6.



FMO Preamble (TRxt 0)

1 0 1 F v 1
FMO Preamble (TRext 1)

4-12 leading zeros (pilot tone) -O

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 v I

FMO T=>R preamble

Figure 3-5: FMO preambles

Miller Preamble (TRext 0)

M=2 M=4
4 4MBLF 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 -4MBLF --- ' 0 1 0 1 1 1

4 /BF 0 0 1 1 1

Miller Preamble (TRext = 1)

M=2
1 6 MlBL F REM 1, 0 M111

M=4e e
16 M/8LF 0 1 0 1 ; 1 1

LF || 0 1 0 0 1 1

Subcarrier T=>R preamble

Figure 3-6: Miller preambles

In the case of FMO, the preamble is 101OV1. The violation is a signaling symbol to

differentiate preamble from regular data. If the TRext bit is 1, it precedes with 12 leading

zeros. In the Miller case, the preamble is 010111 with 4 leading zeros if TRext is 0. If

TRext bit is 1, it precedes with 16 leading zeros. The module uses a bit counter to track

counts for the leading zeros.



3.3.2 Encoder

The Encoder module encodes the response in either the FM() or Miller format as

discussed in the sections 2.4.3.3 and 2.4.3.4. This is accomplished through phase inversion

at the appropriate timing. As explained, the FM0 differs from Miller in that its symbols

are opposite from Miller and phase inverts at every boun(lary whereas in the Miller case

phase only inverts when there are two consecutive zeros. The output bit is clocked at

twice the BLF in order to flip phase at the mid symbol. It's generated through XOR logic

of the phase invert and the clock that runs at BLF. After all the bits are encoded, a

"datadone" signal is sent to the controller which moves the state to done. At that point,

the transmitter stops and resets. The output signal "modout" of the encoder connects to

the gate of the MOSFET in the modulator that controls the data backscattering.

3.3.3 CRC16

The CRC16 module calculates a 16-bit CRC based on the polynomial

16 1 ) -
x +x +x +1. This is implemented as shown in the Figure 3-7. The 16 registers are

preloaded with FFFF,,. The incoming data is the bits that need to be transmitted (EPC,

UIN. etc). The LSB is the XOR, of the last bit and the data bit. The fifth bit is the XOR

of data bit, last bit, and the fourth bit. Same for the twelfth bit. After clock in all the

data bits, Q[15:0] holds 1s-complement of the CRC16 and to get CRC16 all bits are

inverted.



Figure 3-7: CRC-16 generation

3.4 Data Sources

Several data sources are muxed connecting to the transmitter one at a time

depending on the received command and needed response. These modules are the pseudo

RNG, EPC, UIN, and Read.

The pseudo RNG module leverages the generation methodology of the CRC16 and

generates RNs based on the sane algorithm as shown in the Figure 3-7. It takes the LSB

of the receiver counter for the incoming demodulator bit as the input and passes it

through a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) to generate a 16-bit handle. The RNG

source is fed to the transmitter in response to Query, QueryA dj. QueryRep, and Req_RA

as shown in the Figure 2-2.

The EPC module assigns a 96-bit EPC preceded by a 16-bit PC word 3000, (see

Figure 2-5) and clocks out one bit at a time MSB first. It's fed to the transmitter for

transmission in response to an A CK when the user chooses to disable the user inputs.

Similar to the EPC module, but instead of sending the EPC, the UIN module

sends twelve user-specified, 8-bit data to the reader. Like an EPC, it's preceded by a PC

word and clocks out one bit at a time. It's connected in response to A CK when the user

chooses to input real-time sensor data.



The Read module allows interface with an external source like a microcontroller

(iC) or a serial ADC. The response consists of a zero hea(der bit, a 16-bit data, followed

by a 16-bit handle.

3.5 Simulation Results

Reader communications (inventory and access) with a single tag, as shown in the

Figure 2-2, are simulated and verified in the ModelSim.

3.5.1 Query and RN16

Simulation of steps 1 and 2, in which the reader issues Qaery/QueryRep commands

and tag replies with a RN16, is shown in the Figure 3-8. The tag receives the

demodulated baseband of the reader signal through "demodin". At around 230us,

"rx eid" indicates Query (coded 4) is received. After the entire Query packet is received

at around 410us, the slot counter is loaded with 3. This random value is drawn from

between 0 and 2(2-1 (Q specified in the Query is 2) and determined by the Q LSBs of the

RN. Since the value in the slot counter is not zero, the reader issues several QueryRep

(coded 1) to decrement until the slot counter reaches zero. When this happens at around

1030us, the tag starts to reply with the RN16 encoded in FMO. In between commands,

reader sends continuous wave to ensure power delivery.
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Figure 3-8: Tag receives Query and replies with RN16

The zoorned-in view of the Query comunand is shown in the Figure 3-9. The

commifand is preceded by a preaible that defines the session. The preamble consists of a

delimiter, data-O (or Tari), 1Tcal, and TReal (see Figure 2-8). Query consists of the

command, dr, in, TRext, sel, session, target, Q, and CRC5 (see Table 2-2). It is shown

that the received Q is 2. "rx crmd" is loaded with 4 which encode Query after the

command code is received.
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rx. cmd

m41tounes
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Figure 3-9: Zoomed-in view of the Query command

The zoomed-in view of the QueryRep is shown in the. Figure 3-10. It's preceded by

the frame-sync. The QueryRep is fairly simple. It includes a 2-bit command and session.

Frame Sync QueryRep -- *
delimiter data-0 RTea cmd(00) session

Figure 3-10; Zoomed-in view of the Query]? ep command
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Figure 3-11 shows the zoomed-in view of the tag's reply. The RN16 is encoded in

FMO as specified by the m in Query. It's preceded by the FMO preamble which is 101OV1.

The transmitted RN16 is seen to match that of the tag.
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fMXO~

1101- 1011011
IIII

1 0 1 O V 1 Ill 0 1: 0 2 0 ) 0 .. 0: 1 1 1 1

e-FM0 Preamble RN16 oi
POW

Figure 3-11: Zoomed-in view of the tag's reply (RNI6)

3.5.2 ACK and EPC

Simulation of steps 3 and 4 in which the reader issues an A CK command and tag

replies with PC/EPC is shown in the Figure 3-12. The PIE symbols from the reader are

received at the "denodin". The tag decoded the received command (A CK is encoded as 2)

at around 860us. It checks the received RN16 against that of the tag. After verifying they

match, the tag starts to reply with PC and EPC at around 1.03ms. The CR.C16 is

calculated based on the transmitted bits and is attached to the end of the reply.
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Figure 3-12: Tag receives an A CK and replies with PC/EPC

A zoomed-in view of the A CK command is shown in the Figure 3-13. The

command is preceded by the frame sync. It includes a 2-bit command and the RN16 that

the tag sends previously as reply to the Query. It is shown that the received RN16

matches with the tag's handle.
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Figure 3-13: Zoomed-in view of the A CK command

Figure 3-14 shows the zoomed-in view of the tag's reply, which includes a FMO

preamble, PC, EPC. and CRC16. It is shown that the transmitted EPC is correctly

encoded in FMO and matches with that of the tag. The CRC16 is calculated and ready

before the last EPC bit and is attached to the reply.
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Figure 3-14: Zoomed-in view of the tag's reply (PC/EPC)
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3.5.3 ReqRN and Handle

Simulation of steps 5 and 6 in which the reader issues a RcqRN command and

tag replies with a new handle is shown in the Figure :3-15. The PIE symbols from the

reader are received at "demodin"'. At around 1.6ms, the tag decoded the received

command (ReqRN is encoded as 64). At around 1.73ms, the tag starts to generate a new

RN16 and at around 1.83ms the new handle (f05c) is ready. At around 1.86ms, the tag

starts to transmit the new handle. The CRC16 is calculated at around 1.93rns and is

attached to the end of the reply.

Frame Sync + ReqRN .4.'
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Figure 3-15: Tag receives a Req RN and replies with a new handle

A zoomed-in view of the Req RN command is shown in the Figure 3-16. The

command is preceded by frame sync. It contains an 8-bit command, RN16 that the tag

sends previously, and CRC16. It is shown that the received RN16 matches with that of

the tag. The CRC16 by default is zeros and matches with the tag's CRC16.
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Figure 3-16: Zoomed-in view of the Req RN command

Figure 3-17 shows a zoomed-in view of the tag's reply. The reply contains the FM

preamble, the new handle which reader requested, and the CRC16. It is shown that the

transmitted new handle and CRC16 match with those of the tag's.
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Figure 3-17: Zoomed-in view of the tag's reply (a new handle)
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3.5.4 Read and Data

Simulation of steps 7 and 8 in which the reader issues a Read command and the

tag replies with the data is shown in the Figure 3-18. The PIE symbols from the reader

are seen at "demodin". At around 2.14nis, the tag decoded the received command (Read

is encoded as 128). The tag's RN16 is seen to be fO5c. At around 2.54ms, the tag starts to

transmit the encoded data. The CR.C16 calculation is completed at around 2.64ms and is

attached to the end of the reply.

I- Frame Sync + Read
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Figure 3-18: Tag receives a Read and replies with the data

A zoomed-in view of the Read command is shown in the Figure 3-19. The

command is preceded by frame sync. It includes an 8-bit command code, the memory

bank pointer, starting address pointer, word count, RN16, and CRC16. It can be seen

that the received handle matches with the tag's RN16.
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Figure 3-19: Zoomed-in view of the Read command

Figure 3-20 shows a zo:med-in view of the tag's reply. The reply contains the FM(0

preamble, a zero header bit, a 16-bit data word (zeros by default), RN16, and CRC16. It

can be seen that the transmitted RN16 and CRC16 match with those of the tag's.
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Figure 3-20: Zoomed-in view of the tag's reply (data)
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Chapter 4 Analog Frontend and

Sensor Circuitry

4.1 Analog Frontend

The analog frontend circuitry of the tag receives the radiated EM wave from the

reader's antenna and converts it to a digital signal for the FPGA. This section discusses

the reader, reader's antenna, and tag's analog frontend, which includes a dipole antenna,

L-section matching network, voltage multiplier, demodulator, and modulator.

4.1.1 Reader

This work used the conunercial Inpinj Speedway IRevolution reader (R420). Per

FCC regulation, the maximum power the reader is allowed to radiate is 36 dBm EIRP (4

W). By default, the Speedway reader transmits 30 dBm (1 W) but can be set to radiate

32.5 dBm max (1.78 W) by the Multireader software. The specifications claim it can

achieve max receive sensitivity of -82 dBm(6.3 pW) but in reality the software only allows

the max sensitivity to be -70 dBm (100 pW). The reader has a worst 10 dbm return loss.

4.1.2 Reader's Antenna

The reader uses the Larid Technologies' circular polarized panel antenna.

Directional panel antenna is preferred over omni-directional antenna because it improves

read range and gives user control of the read zone.



As shown in the Figure 4-1, the antenna is constructed with two circular plates

separated by about 1.5cm. The smaller plate has a diameter of 16cm while the larger one

has about 19cm. They sit on a 26cm square ground plate. The splitter structure ensures

90' phase delay to produce the circularly polarized wave.

Figure 4-1: Laird Technologies circular polarized panel antenna



The specifications of the panel antenna are shown in the Table 4-1.

Table 4-1: Panel antenna specifications

4 1
Antenna Part iwnhe 59028PLC % 50289CR

requenc Rny~q 902 528 MHz

Maxum VSWR 1 1
3 dB Beamwd Azimuth 70

Front to Back RAec 20 dB

Porai Cirodu Ri or Left

Maun frl Rower 10 Watt

input nedere 50 Ohms

Weight 175 i 13

M~chanwal T 102, X ? xi

Antenna Cot ectortCoax Piotal,, Rev TM W tsrsavai a~i

Raomre +gh Strength PC

Mountr e breaded Stud

Temperature Ope ationa 25"( to +*C

ightnhq Pg ttoution DC Gounded

4.1.2.1 Bandwidth and Impedance

The frequency range of 902-928 MHz refers to the bandwidth over which the

antenna is matched to a 50 Q coaxial cable so that most of the power sent to the antenna

is radiated and very little is reflected (this is evident by the max VSWR of 1.3: 1, or -

20dBin). The bandwidth (BW) can be used to estimate the effective quality factor Q, as:

Qeff = Sw (4.1)
wW

where fo is the resonant frcquency at 915MHz- Q, is calculat ad to be 35.2.



The finite value is due to the loss in the antenna inductance and the radiation

resistance that models the tranismitted power. Since the typical radiation resistance for a

panel antenna is about 1500. capacitance can be estimated to be about 41pF using:

__ 1
Cant = :RB (4.2)

21rRantBW

Therefore. the antenna inductance can be calculated to be around 0.74nH using:

w- = (4.3)
LantCant

The panel antenna can be modeled as shown in the Figure 4-2. The input impedance

needs to be properly matched to provide 50Q.

>1500 0.74nH 41pF

Figure 4-2: Panel antenna circuit model

4.1.2.2 Gain, Directivity, Efficiency

The gain of the antenna is closely related to the concepts of directivity and

efficiency. Directivity describes how narrowly focused an antenna radiates in a certain

direction as compared to an isotropic radiator which emits equally in all directions.

Efficiency is the ratio of power radiated over the total supplied power to the antenna.

Gain is the product of these two parameters. It is the factor by which the power density S



is greater than that of an isotropic antenna at the same transmission power.

Mathematically, gain is expressed as:

G -D (4.4)

PradSmax Pradwhere Prad and D = Smax sav -a

Pt Sav 4TR 2

The panel antenna has a circular gain of 9dBic with respect to an isotropic antenna.

Since the circular polarization delivers power half of the time, it has a 3dB loss. Therefore,

in terms of dBi, the gain is 6dBi.

4.1.2.3 Radiation Pattern

The radiation pattern of the panel antenna is shown in the Figure 4-3. The 3dB

beam width is shown to be around 700. The back leakage radiation is minimal with a

front-to-back ratio of 20dB.
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150' -3dB beam 3150 30
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30 20 -10 gain (dB)
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Figure 4 3: Panel antenna radiation pattern
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4.1.2.4 Polarization State

Polarization refers to the shape drawn by the tip of the electric field in the plane

orthogonal to the wave propagation. Simply imagine you are looking at the wave that is

travelling at you in the z direction, the trace you see the electric field tip draws in the x-y

plane is the polarization of the wave.

Two common polarization states-circular and linear are shown in the Table 4-2.

For reader antenna, circular is preferred because it ensures half of the power radiated is

delivered regardless of the orientation of tag's antenna. In order to receive power from the

linear polarization, the tag's autenna cannot be orthogonal to the linear axis.

Table 4-2: Polarization States

4.1.3 Links

The reader tag communication links are asynnetric. For passive tags, it

forward-link limited whereas for semi-passive it is reverse link limited. Passive tag in this

Polarization States

Left Circular

Right Circular

Vertical

Linear

Horizontal

Linear



work has turn-on sensitivity of about -10 dBm, which limits the read range. The

stationary reader, however. due to complex design and ample power, achieves sensitivity

of -70 dBm. The reader radiates 36 dBIm. The allowable path loss is about 46 dIBm in

order for the tag to receive enough power to turn on. Adding another 46 dBm loss from

the return path, it is about -56 dBm when the signal arrives at the reader. For semi-

passive tags, turn-on power is not required since battery powers the internal circuitry.

Therefore, the read range is only limited by the reserve link, which allows 106 dBm losses.

The path loss is characterized by the Friis transmission formula, which is derived

in the Appendix A.1. From the equation A.1.1, the Friis formula in (IBmi is expressed as

PRX = PTX + GTX + GRx - LFS (4.5)

The derivation doesn't consider non-idealities such as encoding, polarization, transmission

line, connector, fading, multipath losses, etc. The complete trmanusmission transfer function

should be

PRX PTX + GTX+ Gax - LFS - Len - Lp - Lmis (4.6)

where Len= encoding loss, Lp= polarization loss, and Lmis= miscellaneous loss.

In the worst case, the PIE encoding has a loss about 3 (lB when PW is at its max

(52.5% of Tari) and data are all zeros. The FMO and Miller- also incur about 3 dB losses.

Circular polarization has a 3 dB loss. Assuming the miscellaneous loss (line, connector,

fading, multipath, etc) is about 1 (lB, we arrive at the tag's received power of -10dBmn at

3m (30dBm+6dBi+2.2dBi-41..2dB-3d.B-3dB-1dB), which is About the read range limit.



4.1.4 Tag Antenna

Since at this prototyping stage size is not constrained, for simplicity the tag uses a

half-wave (A/2) dipole antenna made of copper lines printed on the FR4 PCB. The length

of the dipole is about 16cm and width about 1mm. Its gain is about 2.15 dBi (1.64) and

has 73 Q input impedance at 915 MHz resonance. The antenna size is a serious limiting

factor of the tag size and in the future it should be reduced by using meandered or fractal

designs.

As shown in the Figure 4-4, the reader EM wave induces an open-circuit AC

voltage Voc across the tag antenna's terminals. The antenna impedance is modeled as

ZA = RA + jXA (4.7)

where RA = Rrad + RIO,, and XA = j(wL - ). The loss resistance RiO,, is usually much

smaller than the radiation resistance Rrad and it can be ignored. The reactance is

__1

approximately to zero at resonance when wo = .

Rrad Rioss Cant Lant

Voc(

Figure 4-4: Tag antenna model



4.1.5 Matching Network

A simple LC matching network., as shown in the Figure 4-5, is used to transform

the tag antenna impedance (ZA = 73 fI) to conjugate match (ZA = Z[, or Rrad = RL

and XA = -XL) the input impedance of the voltage multipilier, which is about ZL =8 -

j100 Q. Conjugate matching is necessary to ensure the max power is delivered and the

Friis transmission formula, which is based on the assumption of impedance matching, is

valid. Instead of using discrete components, the network can be incorporated into the

antenna design. However, this approach is more involved. The Berkeley impedance

matching network designer calculator can be used to determine the initial LC values but

ultimately a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) has to be used to experimentally determine

these values since many parasitic factors cannot be considered in the theoretical

calculation.

L =6.8nH

C=8pF

Figure 4-5: LC matching network

Figure 4-6 shows the complete circuit model for the tag analog frontend. After the

conjugate matching, the circuit is reduced to a voltage source connected to 2 Rrad

since RL = Rrad. This is shown in the Figure 4-7. The average power delivered to the load

is:



v22

12(1 yoccoswt)2

Prec = RLodRL

= voc
8

Rrad

Xant * 0 @ 915 MHz LC Matching

Rrad = 730 Cant Lant
Pr,.

L =6.8nHi CL= 1.7pF

RL=80

.... .... .. ...

Figure 4-6: Tag analog frontend circuit model

Rrad

Voc % VL RL= Rrad

Figure 4-7: Tag frontend equivalent circuit

Rearranging terms, the amplitude of Voc is:

Voc = 2 2RradPrec

(4.8)

Load Z

Voc

(4.9)



Since the Friis formula shows (see A.1.1 in the Appendix)

Prec = PEIRPGr( )2 (4.10)

Plug 4.10 into 4.9, we get:

Voc = 2/ 2 RradPEIRPGrd (4.11)

The voltage across the load, or the input inpedance of the voltage multiplier, is therefore:

VL = VoC = Q2RradPEIRPGr (4.12)

If we rearrange terms, we have:

d = 2 RradPEIRPGr (4.13)

These results are valid in the far field. Given a certain operating frequency,

equation 4.13 says to increase range, we have to increase Rrad, PEIRP, Gr or decrease the

required turn-on voltage VL. Since PEIRP is fixed by regulation to 36 dBm, we either have

to design better tag antenia or better voltage nultiplier. This result makes sense.

Although equation 4.13 provides good insight into design, it's riot accurate when

predicting read range because the equation 4.10 doesn't take into account the various

losses. For example, given Prec = 100 uW (-10 dBm), Rrad = 73 fl and Gr = 1.64, equations

4.9-4.13 show Voc = 242mV, VL = 121mV, and d = 6.7m. In section 4.1.3, we arrive at

read range of about 3m when considering the losses. The Voc and VL estimates are

generally correct. We need basically about 121 mV to turn on the tag.



4.1.6 Voltage Multiplier

The voltage multiplier employs five stages of voltage doublers to rectify the input

RF AC voltage to about 5V DC. Figure 4-8 shows a single-stage voltage doubler which

consists of a diode clamp and a peak detector. The diodes used are zero-bias RF Schottky

diodes optimized for RFID applications.

Voltage Doubler

10pF D
Vin V1 Vout

/\D
10pF

Figure 4-8: Single-stage voltage doubler

Figure 4-9 shows the simulation for the single stage voltage doubler. In the

negative half cycle, the diode conducts which charges the capacitor. In the positive half

cycle, charges are added on to the previous accumulated charges to reach a higher voltage.

V1 doubles the input voltage and Vout detects the peaks to produce a constant DC

voltage.



14 13j 21fu 21jl 2s

Figure 4-9: Single stage voltage doubler simulation1

4.1.7 Demodulator

The demodulator uses a low-power, high speed comparator to compare the

baseband of the RF input and its average value. The baseband is produced by an

envelope detector and the average reference value is created by another envelope detector

that operates on the baseband. Figure 4-10 shows the two inputs to the comparator. Vin

is the baseband of the RF input and Vref is the average reference value. Whenever Vin is

greater than Vref, the comparator pulls the output to its positive rail and produces a one.

Otherwise, it produces a zero. This result is shown in the Figure 4-11. Note that the

comparator requires a 35us power up time.



Figure 4-10: Inputs to the comparator

Figure 4-11: Demodulator output



4.1.8 Modulator

The modulator uses a single MOSEFT transistor to modulate the load iipedance

of the antenna by switching between the matched and shorted states. When the switch is

off, the load matches with the antenna radiation resistance and half of the power received

at the antenna delivered to the load while the other half gets backscattered to the reader.

When the switch is on, no voltage is seen across the load and virtually all the power is

backscattered. Switching between these two states create an ASK modulation as seen by

the reader. The MOSFET switch can handle at least 640 KHz of switching. Although

PSK (modulating capacitive load component) can also be used, it provides little

advantage as it may provide better power delivery to the load at the expenses of lower

backscattered power and more complex implementation.

4.2 Sensor Circuitry

Sensors are transducers that transform natural phenomena (such as temperature,

acceleration, light,. pressure, etc) to an electrical voltage. In this work, a discrete

temperature sensor (LM60) and potentiometer are used. The low-power temperature

sensor can achieve a maximum drain current of 110 uA at 25'C and can measure range of

-40C to 125*C (corresponding to 174 mV to 1205 mV) with a temperature coefficient of

6.25mV/*C. It presents an offset of 424 mV at 00C with nonlinearity of less than 1*C. Its

accuracy is about 2'C across the entire range. The pot represents an inertial sensor and

provides the needed control for the collected data.

The output voltage of the sensor is fed into an 8-bit SAR ADC for digitalizing. It's

discretely implemented and. powered off from the stable FPGA 5V Vdd. The 8-bit parallel

outputs are fed through UIN to the FPGA.



Chapter 5 Experimental Results

The goal of the experiment is to demonstrate the capability to transmit 8-bit

sensor data over the passive UHF link to the commercial RFID reader, and explore

transmission performance.

Figure 5-1 shows the measured ADC output across the input voltage range. A

potentiometer was used to vary the voltage in 0.5 V step. The figure shows the ADC

output has a slight gain error but overall very linear. Figure 5-2 shows the logic analyzer

capture of the ADC output value at 2.5 V, which is the output hex data 7F. This verifies

the measured value in the Figure 5-1. Figure 5-3 shows the modulation output signal

encoded in FMO triggered on the transmission enable. It appears that data is transmitted

at a rate of around 640 Kbps. Finally, the data is captured by the PC software as seen in

the Figure 5-4.

ADC Output vs. Input Voltage

--. ADC Output
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Figure 5-1:
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Figure 5-2: Logic analyzer screen c5ii.4pture

Figure 5-3: Modulation output signal triggered on the TX enable
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Figure 5-4: Data captured in the PC software

Surprisingly, the measured read distance is incredibly close to the theoretical link

analysis of 3 m when the reader outputs 30 dBm. Figure 5-5 shows the measured rectified

voltage, read rate versus distance. As the reader antenna farther away from the sensor tag,

the rectified voltage drops from about 5.4 V to 1.8 V which is the minimum turn-on

voltage. Read rate drops from about 420 reads/s to about 5 reads/s. It is apparent that

there's a tradeoff between distance and read rate. At close distance, received voltage is far

above the turn-on threshold and the circuit operates faster than the minimum case where

only 1.8 V is received. The strength of the backscattering is stronger and more frequent

than the case of far distance. This is evidently shown in the Figure 5-5. This read rate vs

distance property can be used to approximate the distance of the object when the location

of the object is not exactly known.
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Figure 5-5: Measurement of the rectified voltage, read rate versus distance



Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future

Work

This work constitutes a preliminary step towards realizing a long-term monitoring

sensor device for patients with Parkinson's disease. It discusses the Gen 2 protocol, its

implementation on the FPGA., the analog frontend circuitry, and the sensor circuitry.

Experimental results of the prototype show that 8-bit sensor data can be transmitted in

the 96-bit EPC format up to the max distance of about 3 in at 5 reads/s. Faster read rate

can be achieved when the distance is reduced.

Future developmental work should focus on the following:

" Currently, Gen 2 protocol is implemented on the FPGA board. In the future, it needs

to be synthesized and integrated into an ASIC chip.

* The sensor in this work collects data and sends them in real-time to the reader. In the

future, memory needs to be integrated in the chip to store sensor data.

" This work uses a dipole antenna which is large in size. In the future, innovative

meandered or fractal ante .nna designs need to be explored for miniaturization.

* Currently, data is read through EPC after the tag is acknowledged. In the future, this

can be done through the Read command. However, this approach incurs more

overhead and is only justified when multiple devices are in the read zone at the same

time.

" In the future, ultracapacitors can be integrated to realize a somewhat semi-passive tag.

This approach will realize wireless charging and allows sensor to run when the tag is

not being powered. The tag )ower-on will not be limited by sensitivity or the read



distance. This will increase the read range which will only be limited by the reader

sensitivity.

* It's also interesting to explore integrating low-power CPLD or FPGA directly on

board to realize sophisticated programmability.

e More work needs to be done on the application software which interprets and

processes sensor data. This is a practical concern as it needs to produce useful

information for the system to be beneficial to the doctors.



Appendix A

A.1 Friis Transmission Formula Derivation

A time-varying AC current (i(t) = Iocoswt) flowing on the reader's antenna

generates an EM wave that radiates into free space. Depending on the type of the antenna

used, the antenna radiation pattern differs. For theoretical analysis, it is assumed that the

antenna is isotropic and lossless. Under the isotropic condition, EM waves are radiated

equally in all directions and the total radiated power is uniformly distributed. We can

calculate the power density S incident -upon the receiving antenna at a, distance d. This is

simply the total radiated powe'r Prad over the surface of a sphere with radius d or

SS = d (W/m 2) (A.1.1)

Under the lossless condition, the radiation efficiency defined as:

Prad (A.1.2)
Pt

is equal to 1, or Prad = Pt. The power supplied to the transmitting antenna is completely

radiated into space and no power is lost in heat. Therefore, equation A.1.1 becomes

Sio=Prad __ isoPt _;Pt (W/m2)(A.3

S.- 4d _ 47d
2  4rd2  4Td 2  (A.1.3)

In reality, an isotropic lossless antenna is only hypothetical and doesn't exist. A

real antenna has a gain G. defined as

G = S (dBi) (A.1.4)
Siso



It indicates the factor by which the power density S is greater than that of an isotropic

antenna at the saime radiated or transmission power. For example, an isotropic antenna

has Gio = 0 dBi or 1, and a A/2 dipole has Gt = 2.15 dBi or 1.64 (Gt = 10 log 1.64

2.15 dbi, the subscript t stands for transmitter). The gain can be expressed as

G = k - D (dBi) (A. 1.5

the product of the radiation efficiency and the directivity of the antenna. Therefore, the

gain accounts for the ohmic losses in the antenna mateijal and when the antenna is

lossless (k = 1). G=D.

In practice, the intercepted power density incident upon the receiving antenna is

Sint = GtSiso - GtPt tDtPt (W' 2 ) (A.1.6)
-Td 41rtd 2 (A16

The term GtPt is called PEIRP(W), the effective isotropic radiated power. It is being

expressed in dBn as

PEIRP(dBm) = Pt(dBm) + Gt(dBi) (A.1.7)

With the FCC restricting the PEIRP to 36 dBm (4 W), it becomes a tradeoff between

antenna gain and transmitting power.

The intercepted power incident upon the receiving antenna is

Pint = Sint -Ar (A. 1.8)

where Ar is the tag's effective aperture. It can be shown that

Ar = - Dr (A.1.9)
41T

for any matched antenna. Therefore.

Pint = Sint - Ar = PtGtDr( )2 (A.1.10)



the receiving antenna has an efficiency of 9, the received power is

therefore

Prec = r'int

-rPtGtDr

- PtGtGr (X)2

PEIRPGr($)2 (A.1.11)

This is the Friis transmission formula, or the power transfer function which relates the

received power at the receiving antenna to the supply power of the transmitting antenna.

Conceptually, the

Received Power (dBm) = Transmitted Power (dBm) + Gains (dBi)

Expressed in the logarithmic dBin, the Friis formula is

PRX PTX + Grx + GRX - LFS

where

P = received power (dBm)

PTX = transmitted power (dBm)

GTX = reader antenna gain (d1i)

G = tag antenna gain (dBi)

4fId
LFs= free space~ path loss (dB). Refer to A.1.11, LFs = 20log- .

If we rearrange the terms, we can obtain the forward link read range as

d = 1 EIRPGr
41T Prec

Losses (dB)

(A. 1.12)

(A.1.13)

Assuming that



A.2 Testing Equipment List
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Equipments Manufacturer/Model

Digital Oscilloscope Tektronix TDS 3032B

Logic Analyzer Tektronix TLA 5202

Function Generator Tektronix AFG 3102 (iGS/s, l00MHz)

Digital Multi-neter Agilent 34401A

Power Supply Agilent E3630A

Signal Generator Agilent E4430B (ESG-D series, 250KHz -1GHz)

UHF RFID Reader Impinj Speedw;ay R.420

UHF RFID Circular Polarized Panel Antenna Laird Technologies (S9028PCL/PCR)

FPGA Board Altera DE2
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